
Intermediate Macroeconomics
Econ 311, Spring 2015

�In civilised society he stands at all times in need of the cooperation and assistance of great multitudes, while
his whole life is scarce su�cient to gain the friendship of a few persons.� - Adam Smith

Lecturer Vipin P. Veetil, Department of Economics, George Mason University

Time Tuesday 7:20-10:00 PM

Location Robinson B 111

Contact vpudiyad@gmu.edu

O�ce Hours By appointment

1 Overview

Malawi has a per capita income of USD 226 and Hong Kong has a per capita income of USD 38, 124. Why is
Malawi poor and Hong Kong rich?

In the half century between 1960 and 2010, per capita income in China grew by nearly 50-fold, however
incomes in Burundi, Haiti and Nicaragua did not change. What explains the di�erence in growth rates?

What caused the Great Depression of 1929? What caused the �nancial crises of 2008? Why does the US
economy go through periods of `ups' and `downs'?

Macroeconomics is the study of the causes of growth and �uctuations in economic systems. While these may
be `macro phenomena', they emerge out of interactions between millions of economic agents, each pursuing their
own ends. I will introduce you to what I think economists know, what we not know, and invite you to grapple
with some open questions.

The course is composed of twelve modules. Each module has a set of `Basic Readings', `Further Readings',
`Video' and `Audio'. You are expected to study the `Basic Readings', `Video' and `Audio' in preparation for each
class. `Further Readings' are meant to point your curiosity in fruitful directions.

The readings contain complex ideas. Please do not be overwhelmed or disheartened. The questions they
address are intricate, and often we do not have very good answers. Joseph Schumpeter in the preface to �Business
Cycles� said: �The younger generation of economists should look upon this book merely as something to shoot
at and start from as a motivated program for further research�. I hope you look upon the readings for this course
in the same spirit. And remember `intelligence' is the brand name of `hard work'.

My lectures will not be a monologue regurgitation of the readings. Rather I will guide you through some of
the di�cult terrain covered by each reading and point to some unresolved issues. You are expected to comment
and respond to comments made by your fellow classmates. I may call upon you to elicit your views on a topic at
hand.

Please read through the syllabus and feel free to write to me with questions and comments.

2 Modules

I. Economic Growth: what are the facts?

Date January 20
Readings Nordhaus (1996); Easterlin (2000)
Audio Diane Coyle on GDP
Video Don Boudreaux on �The Hockey Stick of Human Prosperity�
Further Readings Jones & Romer (2009); Pritchett (1997); Hall & Jones (1999); Kuznets (1971); Kuznets
(1959); Easterly (2001) chapter 1; Bastiat (1850) chapter 5
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Some questions to think about

• Is per capita GDP a good measure of well being?

• What are some other measures of well being? How do they compare to GDP per capita?

• Is there such a thing as a `national economy'?

• Why has the wealth of nations diverged so much over last 500 years?

• What is the di�erence between measuring the GDP of a nation and the height of a mountain?

• If a good becomes so abundant that its price falls to zero, it will not be counted in GDP. Can you think of
goods that have gone through this transition over the last 500 years?

II. An Economy as a Complex Adaptive System

Date January 27
Readings Wagner (2012); Arthur (1999)
Audio Vernon Smith on Markets and Experimental Economics
Video Video Igor Nikolic on �Complex adaptive systems �
Further Readings Bertalan�y (1968); Sugden (1989)

Some questions to think about

• What is complexity?

• What is emergence?

III. Division of Labor and Exchange

Date February 3
Readings Smith (1776), Book 1 chapters 1 and 2; Bauer (2000), chapters 1 and 9; Read (1999)
Audio Edmund Phelps on �Mass Flourishing�
Video Don Boudreaux on �Division of Labor�; Don Boudreaux on �Comparative Advantage�; Milton Friedman on
�The Power of the Market�
Further Readings Bastiat (1850) chapter 1; Krugman (1987)

Some questions to think about

• What is the theory of `comparative advantage'?

• Would you bene�t by cooperating with someone who is less e�cient than you at all tasks?

• Is it sensible to talk about `comparative advantage' between nations rather than individuals?

• What is the so-called `infant industry argument'? How does it relate to the theory of comparative advantage?

IV. Coordination Problem and Solution Mechanisms: markets and �rms

Date February 10
Readings Hayek (1945); Coase (1937)
Audio Ronald Coase on �Externalities, the Firm, and the State of Economics�
Video Peter Boettke on �The Socialist Calculation Debate�
Further Readings Polanyi (1967) chapter 1; Hayek (1968); Coase (1988); Milgrom & Roberts (1988); Lange
(1936); Neurath (2005); Arrow (1959); Mises (1949) chapter 15; Neumann (1951); Axtell (2005); Axtell (1999)
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Some questions to think about

• Are prices a system of communication? What is communicated and to whom?

• Is the price system di�erent from other systems of communication like a network of telephones?

• What are the di�erences between �rms and markets as mechanisms of coordination?

• Is it meaningful to talk about `a system of prices' on a island where Crusoe lives alone? What if Friday
joined Crusoe? What if there were a 100 people on the island?

• Under what conditions, can sheer habits be a substitute for the price system?

• Under what conditions, can sheer habits be a substitute for a �rm?

V. Natural Resources, Population and Knowledge

Date February 17
Readings Simon (1996) Introduction, chapters 3 and 26; Smith (1776), Book 1 chapter 3
Audio William Easterly on �Growth, Poverty and Aid�
Video Julian Simon: �Economics of Population� All six parts
Further Readings Kremer (1993); Simon (1996) chapters 1, 8 and 27; Arrow et al. (2004)

Some questions to think about

• Are `natural resources' �nite?

• What are some measures of the `scarcity' of resources?

• Is population a problem?

• Is there such a thing as `over population'? If yes, how can we measure it?

• Are nations with more natural resources more prosperous?

VI. Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Date February 24
Readings Schumpeter (1934) chapter 2; Buchanan & Vanberg (1991)
Audio Alex Tabarrok on �Innovation�
Video Brian Arthur on �Novelty�
Further Readings Schumpeter (1934) chapter 4; Easterly (2001) chapter 9; McMillan & Woodru� (2003);
Grossman & Helpman (1993); Åstebro et al. (2014); Decker et al. (2014); Kerr, Nanda & Rhodes-Kropf (2013)

Some questions to think about

• What role do entrepreneurs play in economic growth?

• Are there any negative `side-e�ects' of innovation?

• How is `scienti�c invention' di�erent from `economic innovation'?

VII. Institutions

Date March 3
Readings Baumol (1996); Olson (1993); Gwartney, Lawson & Holcombe (1999)
Audio William Easterly on �Benevolent Autocrats and Growth�
Video Peter Boettke on �What have we learned from the Collapse of Communism�
Further Readings Boettke (2002); Acemoglu & Robinson (2013); Rodrik (2013); Olson (1996); Datta-Chaudhuri
(1990); Easterly (2001) chapter 11; Bowles (2009)
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Some questions to think about

• What don't poor nations adopt growth promoting policies? After all, growth is likely to create enough
wealth to compensate those who may loose by the change in policy.

• Presumably there are entrepreneurs in all nations, then why are some nations poor?

• `Democracy and dictatorship' is one taxonomy of government. What are some other taxonomies? Which
of these is useful for understanding economic outcomes?

VIII. �Input-Output� models of growth

Date March 17
Readings Mankiw (2014) chapter 7; Holcombe (1998)
Audio Paul Romer on �Growth�
Video Milton Friedman on �What's wrong with our schools�; Pauline Dixon on �How private schools are serving
the poorest�
Further Readings Easterly (2001) chapter 2 and 3; Solow (1994); Romer (1994); Bowles et al. (2014); West,
Seldon & Lieberman (1994)

Some questions to think about

• Does `labor' earn wages? If yes, then why won't I earn a wage if I dig ditches at random places?

• Does `capital' earn returns? If yes, then why is it that feather-weight steamrollers don't earn returns?

• Is it meaningful to talk about `capital' as a homogenous entity in a world where there are so many kinds of
machines?

• Can governments plan what should be taught in schools? Or are parents, teachers and markets better at
planning what should be taught? What are the di�erences between the two mechanisms?

IX. In�ation: causes and consequences

Date March 31
Readings White (2014); Mises (1963) chapter 6
Audio Allan Meltzer on �In�ation�
Video Milton Friedman: �How to Cure In�ation�
Further Readings Lucas (1980); Lucas (1996); Friedman (2005); Hume (1752); Menger (1892); Mises (1963)
chapter 1 and 3

Some questions to think about

• What causes in�ation?

• Can in�ation reduce economic output?

X. Capital Theory and Mises's Cycle Theory

Date April 7
Readings Lachmann (1956) chapter 1; Mises (1949) chapter 20
Audio Don Boudreaux on �Macroeconomics and Austrian Business Cycle Theory�
Video Tyler Cowen on �Real Business Cycle Theory�; Tyler Cowen on �Keynesian Business Cycle Theory�; Tyler
Cowen on �Austrian Business Cycle Theory�
Further Readings Hayek (1931)
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Some questions to think about

• How would you evaluate Thomas Piketty's �Capital in the Twenty-First Century� in light of the above
readings?

• How do di�erent types of capital get created?

• What does Lachmann mean by �capital structure�?

• What are the conditions under which we can treat heterogeneous capital as a homogenous entity? In other
words, under what conditions is the sum of the dollar value of di�erent kinds of capital meaningful?

• What insights can be gained by treating capital as a heterogeneous entity?

• Would Mises's cycle theory hold true in a system where all economic agents believed Mises's theory to be
true?

• Would Mises's cycle theory hold true in an economy with just one kind of capital, but many kinds of
consumption goods?

• What kind of empirical patterns would support Mises's cycle theory?

• What kind of empirical patterns would falsify Mises's cycle theory?

• Does Mises's cycle theory have any predictive value?

XI. Schumpeter's Cycle Theory

Date April 14
Readings Schumpeter (1939) chapters 3 and 4A
Audio Thomas McCraw on �Schumpeter, Innovation, and Creative Destruction�
Video Douglas W. Rae on �Karl Marx, Joseph Schumpeter, and an Economic System Incapable of Coming to
Rest�
Further Readings Kuznets (1940); Schumpeter (1951); Mitchell (1927)

Some questions to think about

• Would Schumpeter's cycle theory hold true in a system where all economic agents believed Schumpeter's
theory to be true?

• Would Schumpeter's cycle theory hold true in an economy with just one kind of capital?

• What kind of empirical patterns would support Schumpeter's cycle theory?

• What kind of empirical patterns would falsify Schumpeter's cycle theory?

• Does Schumpeter's cycle theory have any predictive value?

• Is it logically possible for both Mises and Schumpeter's cycle theories to be true?

XII. Agent-based modeling

Date April 21
Readings Epstein (2008); Borrill & Tesfatsion (2011)
Video Rob Axtell - on �Modeling the Economy with 150 Million Agents�
Further Readings Axtell (2000)
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Some questions to think about

• What is a model?

• Why model?

• What is an agent-based model?

• How are agent-based models di�erent from equation-based models?

3 Assessment

Your �nal grade will be composed of three parts.

1. Exams 60%

2. Weekly Tests 30%

3. Term Paper 10%

3.1 Exams

There will be two exams. You will be tested on the materials assigned under `Basic Readings', `Video', `Audio'
and lectures. The �rst exam will be held on March 24, the second exam will be held on April 28. The �rst exam
is worth 40% of your �nal grade and will last 2 hours. The second exam is worth 20% of your �nal grade and will
last 1 hour.

Make-up for both �rst and second exam will be held on April 30 at 7:20 PM. You may take a make-up exam
if and only if you are not present at the exams on March 24 or April 28. You do not need to provide reasons and
documentation for why you missed the original exams. You are allowed to take only one make-up exam. A 20%
deduction will be applied to the grade that you receive on the make-up exam.

If you intend to take a make-up exam, please email me before 5 PM on April 28.

3.2 Weekly Tests

At the beginning of every class, you will be tested on the materials assigned under `Basic Readings', `Video' and
`Audio' for that module. You will not be tested on the materials listed under `Further Readings'. Each test will
consist of 2 − 3 questions and will last ten minutes. There will be no makeup tests. Write you answers in the
space provided in the question paper.

3.3 Term Paper

Write an essay on one of the questions listed below. The essay should be no more than one-thousand words
excluding references and footnotes. Please format reference according to the Chicago Manual of Style. Refrain
from paraphrasing or quoting others.

Your paper will be graded on originality of ideas, clarity of theoretical arguments, strength of empirical evidence,
references to seminal papers, references to recent papers, quality of writing and coherence of thought.

3.3.1 Submission Date

The paper is due before 8 PM on May 10. Late papers will not be accepted.
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3.3.2 Questions

1. Hayek (1945) in his essay �The use of knowledge in society� refers to prices as a �a system of telecommu-
nication�. What does Hayek mean by this? What is communicated, to whom and why? How is the price
system di�erent from other systems of communication like telephones and emails?

2. Are the arguments made by Hayek (1945) in his essay �The use of knowledge in society� and Coase (1937)
in his essay �The nature of the �rm� contradictory?

3. De�ne the term `over-population'. Can population cause poverty? Can population cause prosperity?

4. Compare and contrast Hayek's (1968) essay �Competition as a discovery procedure� with Buchanan &
Vanberg's (1991) essay �The market as a creative process. In what ways are the theses of the two papers
similar? In what ways are they di�erent?

5. In their recent book �Creating a Learning Society�, Stiglitz and Greenwald make the argument that markets
do not produce optimal amount of knowledge because there are signi�cant positive externalities associated
with creating knowledge. Summarize the Introduction, chapters 1 and 2 of the book. Evaluate Stiglitz's
argument in light of Coase's (1960) essay �The Problem of Social Cost� and Demsetz's (1967) essay �Toward
a Theory of Property Rights�.

6. Presumably, poor countries can become rich by adopting economic policies that lead to prosperity? Why
don't they adopt such policies? After all, those who lose from a change in policy can be compensated by
the immense gains that come with economic growth.

7. Critically analyze Mises's claim that the `industrial revolution' was an o�spring of an `ideological revolution'.
Do you agree with Mises?

�It was the ideas of the classical economists that removed the checks imposed by age-old laws, customs,
and prejudices upon technological improvement and freed the genius of reformers and innovators from the
straightjackets of the guilds, government tutelage and social pressures of various kinds. It was they that
reduced the prestige of conquerors and expropriators and demonstrated the social bene�ts derived from
business activity. None of the great modern inventions would have been put to use if the mentality of the
pre-captalist era had not been thoroughly demolished by the economists. What is commonly called the

�industrial revolution� was an o�spring of the ideological revolution brought about by the doctrines of the

economists.�
� emphasis mine, Mises, Human Action, page 8.

8. Compare and contrast Mises and Schumpeter's views on the relation between consumers and entrepreneurs
in the process of economic development as expressed in the following passages. Is it possible to reconcile
the two views? If yes, how so? It no, why not?

�In his capacity as a businessman a man is a servant of the consumers, bound to comply with their wishes.
He cannot indulge in his own whims and fancies. But his customers'whims and fancies are for him ultimate
law, provided these customers are ready to pay for them. He is under the necessity of adjusting his conduct
to the demand of the consumers. If the consumers, without a taste for the beautiful, prefer things ugly and
vulgar, he must, contrary to his own convictions, supply them with such things. If consumers do not want to
pay a higher price for domestic products than for those produced abroad, he must buy the foreign product,
provided it is cheaper. An employer cannot grant favors at the expense of his customers. He cannot pay
wage rates higher than those determined by the market if the buyers are not ready to pay proportionately
higher prices for commodities produced in plants in which wage rates are higher than in other plants.�
- Mises, Human Action, pages 240-241

�Railroads have not emerged because any consumers took the initiative in displaying an e�ective demand for
their service in preference to the services of mail coaches. Nor did the consumers display any such initiative
wish to have electric lamps or rayon stockings, or to travel by motorcar or airplane, or to listen to radios,
or to chew gum. The great majority of changes in commodities consumed has been forced by producers on
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consumers who, more often than not, have resisted the change and have had to be educated up by elaborate
psychotechnics of advertising.�
- Schumpeter, Business Cycles, pages 66-67

9. Milton Friedman said in�ation can be stopped by switching-o� the printing press at the Federal Reserve. If
it is so easy, then why is there in�ation in the US?

10. Imagine a system where wages are perfectly indexed to in�ation, so that they rise with in�ation. What are
the costs of in�ation in such a system? Explain what the following passage means.
�It would be a serious blunder to neglect the fact that in�ation also generates forces which tend toward
capital consumption. One of its consequences is that is falsi�es economic calculation and accounting�.
� Mises, Human Action, page 549.

11. Critically analyze Robert Lucas's (1996) Nobel lecture �Monetary neutrality� in light of the following pas-
sages.

�It was thought that the demand for money in an economic community was determined, on the one hand by
the total quantity of commodities that had to be paid for during a given period, and on the other hand by
the velocity of circulation of the money. There is an error in the very starting-point of this way of regarding
the matter, which was �rst successfully attacked by Menger. It is inadmissible to begin with the demand
for money of the community. The individualistic economic community as such, which is the only sort of
community in which there is a demand for money, is not an economic agent. It demands money only in
so far as its individual members demand money. The demand for money of the economic community is
nothing but the sum of the demands for money of the individual economic agent composing it. But for
individual economic agents it is impossible to make use of the formula: Total Volume of Transactions

Velocity of Circulation
. If we wish

to arrive at a description of the demand for money of an individual we must start with the considerations
that in�uence such an individual in receiving and paying out money�.
� Mises, The Theory of Money and Credit, pages 131-132

�...money is essentially equipped with a driving force of its own. Even if all factors were to know cor-
rectly and completely the quantitative data concerning the changes in the supply of money (in the broader
sense) in the whole economic system, the Date on which such changes were to occur and what individuals
were to be �rst a�ected by them, they would not be in a position to know beforehand whether and to what
extent the demand for money for cash holding would change and in what temporal sequence and to what
extent the prices of the various commodities would change�.
� Mises, Human Action, page 543

12. Summarize the �rst three chapters of Lachmann's book �Capital and Its Structure�. How would you measure
the `complexity' of `the structure of capital'? Discuss one such measure from a theoretical point of view,
i.e. do not worry about empirical problems like how to gather necessary data. Does it makes sense to say
that `the US economy has a more complex capital structure than the Namibian economy'?

13. According to Mises's business cycle theory, a depression begins with the realization that resources have been
misallocated.
�...the depression is in fact the process of readjustment, of putting production activities anew in agreement
with the given state of the market data: the available supply of factors of production, the valuations of the
consumers...�
�Mises, Human Action, pages 563

If the above is true, why is there unemployment during recessions? Why are labor and capital not em-
ployed in tearing down old buildings, machines and products and creating new ones?

14. From a theoretical point of view, compare and contrast Mises and Schumpeter's business cycle theories? Is
there empirical evidence in favor of either? Is there empirical evidence falsifying either?
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15. In Business Cycles, Schumpeter (1939) says �. . . evolutions is lopsided, discontinuous, disharmonious by
nature�that the disharmony is inherent in the very modus operandi of the factors of progress� (page 102).
Explain what Schumpeter means by this. Do you agree with Schumpeter?

16. Can the ideas underlying Schumpeter's theory of �uctuations in markets be applied to understand �uctu-
ations in the health of �rms independent of market conditions? In other words, how would you extend
Schumpeter's arguments about coordination failure of the `price mechanism' to coordination failure of the
`�rm mechanism' (independent of any vagaries of the market)?

4 Grade Scale

A+ 99-100
A 95-98
A- 91-94
B+ 81-90
B 71-80
B- 61-70
C+ 51-60
C 41-50
C- 31-40
F 0-30

5 Academic Dishonesty

Cheating can result in a failing grade, dismissal from class and or expulsion from the university. If I suspect you of
cheating, I will seek the appropriate action under George Mason University guidelines. Please review the George
Mason University Honor System and Code.

6 Special Needs

If you are a student with a special need and require academic accommodations, please contact the O�ce of
Disability Services at 703.993.2474 or ods.gmu.edu. All academic accommodations must be arranged through
that o�ce. As per University policy the need for accommodations should be identi�ed at the beginning of the
semester.
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